
Technology and Humanity: 
the next 10 years  

(and why the future is better than you may think)



“Imagination is 
more important 

than knowledge” 
Albert Einstein



Algorithms Androrithms



Are ‘androrithms’ programmable? Could a machine ‘learn’ them?



How ‘computable’ are you?



Are humans the 
horses of the 
coming 
digital  
era?



McKinsey estimates that 23 percent of a lawyer’s job can be automated



But the end of routines must not really mean the end of jobs! 



“For the time being, experience 
like mine is something people 
are willing to pay for.  

What clients don’t want to pay 
for is any routine work.  

But the trouble is that 
technology makes more and 
more work routine”
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Anything that can be digitized or automated, will be…

Anything that cannot be digitized or automated will become much more valuable   



A new era for ‘the professions’?



The future: from knowledge and services to experiences 



 Trust isn't digital, happiness is not a program, relationships are not ‘code’



“Algorithms outperform human intelligence when it is not 
about understanding, mental or emotional states, intentions, 
interpretations, deep semantic skills, consciousness, self-

awareness and flexible intelligence*  (via Luciano Floridi)
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“One machine can do the work of 50 ordinary (wo)men.  

No machine can do the work of one extraordinary (wo)man” 
Elbert Hubbard



Hyper-connectivity

We’re at the  
take-off point  
of exponential 

change Smart-everything and dataX

Intelligent machines (ML)

Quantum computing

1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128

AR, VR and Mixed Reality

Intelligent Assistance IA / AI



Smart everything: a $50 Trillion opportunity ☯ huge societal change  





Data is the new oil, and AI is the new electricity: huge economic forces!
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Very soon, computers can hear us, see us, and understand 
us - and they won’t be programmed but taught!



Speaking to machines ‘like speaking to a friend’



SOFTWARE IS EATING THE WORLD  
(Marc Andreessen)



Software is eating the law?



‘Gradually then suddenly’ is the new  normal - legal service firms, beware!



Fluid 
Open* 

Scaleable 
Real-Time 

Frictionless 
Indispensable 

Smart (learning)



Artificial Intelligence: “Computer systems able to perform tasks that 
normally require human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech 

recognition, decision-making, and translation between languages”





Vastly scaleable but very narrow intelligence 



(Do not pay bot)



  “We will move from mobile first to an AI-first world” (Sundar @ Google)     

  “Don’t confuse a clear view with a short distance” (Paul Saffo)     



Convenient? Fake, biased 
and creepy?



#hellven



The Megashifts defining the future of professional services



Digitization | Automation | Virtualisation | Mobilisation… LegalZoom example



Smart everything: how far is too far?



Just ‘smart’ is no longer enough
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We think with our body not with our brain *D. Kahneman
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Social intelligence (human) 

Emotional intelligence (human) 

Intellectual intelligence (human) 

——————————— 

Artificial intelligence (machines)



We know a lot more more than we can tell, and we can’t 
automate what we don’t understand (the Polanyi Paradox)



The biggest challenge is not that machines will take over  
-but that we become too much like them!



Efficiency is for robots *

Don’t just use technology to make old things better - use it to make new things!



90% opportunity - 10% issues

How will you get ‘future-ready’?



The future is no longer a time-frame, it’s a mindset!



Imagine

Observe

Develop Foresights

Understand



Use technology for human purposes: focus on magic, discourage manic, ban the toxic!





Embrace technology 
- but don’t become it!



Thanks for your time and attention. 
Now, let’s talk!


